BEALING – WARE – POTTLE – FRAMPTON – STICKLAND: A FAMILY TRAIL THROUGH 100 YEARS
OF FORMATIVE WEST MOORS HISTORY.
At the end of 2020, when we were entering yet another ‘Lockdown’ in the Coronavirus
emergency, I decided to post another tale of local family history that I had stumbled upon in the
course of my information gathering over the 10 years or so since we moved here to West Moors.
The text and graphics were posted on my Facebook site in short chunks. The text below is the
same with only slight emendation to clarify where necessary … the story follows:
... haven't posted for a little while: I'll tease you with only limited information on this one ...
everyone knows the story of the Brewers, the Bakers, the Fryers, (no candlestick-makers), the
Gullivers etc., but the people in this photograph are, in my opinion, just as important to our
village story. This is probably the oldest (known) image of anything in West Moors ... try and
figure out where it is / was ... I'll return to it over the next few weeks and map out an interesting
tale worthy of a Hardy or Gaskell novel.

... OK then: I'll take it in short, easy stages. First, the photograph I posted. Several years ago, I
started gathering data regarding the railway history - and then that sort of 'leaked out' to other
aspects of local life - became a major project eventually. In 2013, Amanda Gillingham ( sadly no
longer with us ) got in touch ( via a contact in Australia! ). Why? Because she was the Great Great
Grand-daughter of George & Ann Frampton ( in this photograph - more next time ) and had a
small collection of images which she kindly passed on to me. Before she got in touch, I'd already

worked out where the first shop & school in West Moors had been ... her data confirmed it. In
the second image appended, "A" is the building / shop in the photograph, and " B " is West
Moors' first school - at this date though, it had reverted to a private residence. By the date of this
base map (1880s), the school & chapel ( the infamous " Iron Room " ) contained the school &
church - it's shown *opposite* "B" on the map. It is NOT the current church though - as most
know, the corrugated-iron clad building was moved in the late 1890s to allow the present St.
Mary's to be built.

... We've done 'where' ( remember the location as we go along ... this was the centre
of West Moors for much of the 19th century ), now we need to tackle 'who' and
'why'. See the annotated image (below) ....
GF = George Frampton [ age~64/65 ]
AF/AW = Ann(e) Frampton (nee Ware) [ age~61/62 ]
MF = Mary Frampton [ age~24/25 ]
JW(?) = (probably) Jane Wiseman [ age~10ish ]
WS = Walter Stickland [ age~25/26 ]
( He is the photographer ... and future 'pillar' of the community, as well as future
husband of Mary - they would marry in Verwood the following year. )
( no idea what the cat's called! )
As to 'why', it's allied to the question of 'when': the combined thoughts of the three
of us trying to sort out the date and interpreting features in the image, along with
implied ages of the principals suggest that this is a view on Station Road, the
Grocery etc., in Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee year of 1897. Note the ( apparent )
flag tied across the road from the tall pole next to Ann and the fact that they are
very smartly dressed! It may be sometime in June of that year when celebrations
across the nation and Empire marked the event.
When I write about each one, I'll simply post a 'cut-out' of each individual.
BTW, although I can't be sure, Walter is standing in a plot of land opposite the store,
which I believe was part of the small-holding / market-garden operation that was
part of the Frampton grocery.

... Before talking about people, it's important to get a 'picture' of what our
community looked like ( visually & socially ) in the first-half of the 19th century.
This rural district of east Dorset was tucked away from the hurly-burly of life - see
the map; the main east/west travellers routes bi-passed WM well to the north and
south: the community, such as it was, consisted of a patchwork of fairly small farms
scattered on either side of the Mannington Brook & Uddens Water with no doubt a
few rough dwellings dotted about the edge of the moor. Only down these tributaries
of the Moors River, in turn feeding the Avon, was the soil of sufficient richness to
support mixed farming so typical of the times: cattle, poultry, pigs, with crops grown
in rotation especially root vegetables, some wheat and hay for fodder. Sheep could
be grazed on the open heathland & cattle were also turned out there making use,
where not 'stopped', of commoner's grazing rights. Until the early 19th century
Enclosure Acts, local people could freely graze cattle & pigs on the common land,
and even after enclosure, many landowners would be reluctant to impose
restrictions on such practices.
In 1841, the population of the whole of West Parley parish (of which West Moors was
the northern-most section) was 254. Using the returns from that census, and trying
to pick out all those associated with 'West Moors', then the population for this
particular area was something like 80-90 people distributed through 16 or so
dwellings.
The farms would have been largely self-sufficient, not only in the foodstuff produced,
but in employment of workers - farm labourers would have been tied to one farm
from the earliest days of their working lives to the end - even young children would
have been used on the farm, especially at harvest-time, supplemented by travelling
labour - the heathland was a favourite stopping-off place for gypsies. For other
needs, travelling pedlars provided the smaller 'odds & ends' of life & other
tradesmen provided services such as stone-masonry, basket-making & thatching.
The farms were unlikely to have been freehold, but more likely leased from one of
the great landed estates. I doubt very much that the basic rhythm of life had
changed much for several centuries. The attached pictures give a flavour of life in
Dorset at this time ( not meant to depict any particular location. )
And few, if any, of the inhabitants would be able to read or write - or do more than
elementary figure-work necessary to pay their dues to the landlords; the next stage
of this story starts to change that .....

… So, remember the physical and social context; a remote bit of Dorset, a few
farming families, extensive heathland either side of strips of marginally productive
agricultural land - no-one is wealthy! In the first decades of the 19th century, social
reformers agitated for better education for communities such as these. One such
was the National School movement, sponsored by the Church of England, formed in
1811 with the express aim to ensure all children had access to some form of
education.
Being a church-based charity, teaching was heavily reliant on scriptural instruction:
any other subjects, such as arithmetic, reading, writing, geography etc., was at a low
level - but better than situation up to that time.
In 1842 land owned by the Fryer family was conveyed to the Society and a small
school was built. Hutchins' History of Dorset has ... " school-room built in 1843 and
had a chapel with a turret and single bell ".
Into this new school, with no immediate neighbours for support and no doubt a bit of
hostility and a lot of indifference, came a young woman (age 21-22), Elizabeth (Eliza)
Coakes: she would almost certainly have brought with her a young girl, probably a
younger sister or female cousin, to help her in the house, and no doubt the Rector in
West Parley would have arranged for a man to work the garden and do the heavy
lifting, such as emptying the latrines and performing general maintenance. A curate
would have been a regular visitor to aid with instruction and to conduct simple
services.
I analysed the census returns for the period and the number of youngsters in Eliza's
care would have been small: in an age range 4 to 14 roughly 25, and the boys would
not have continued much beyond age 9 or 10 - the older girls would assist as
'monitors', so the numbers attending were probably in the high teens. And of course
numbers would at times be further reduced - perhaps no more than a dozen regulars
- due to hay-making, harvest, sickness at home, older children being sent away to
'earn their keep', girls falling early to pregnancy etc., etc.
… In 1844, Eliza married! Hardly surprising. It’s tempting to suggest that the
aforementioned ‘man about the garden’ is now her husband ... otherwise how else
would she have met with an eligible man in such an isolated spot? But that’s
speculation. What we do know is that he was William Blandford, a Dorset man - they
were married in Wimborne.
Not a happy ending to their story though; by 1849, Eliza had borne 3 children, but by
the 1851 census, she is not only no longer the local school teacher, but her three
(very young) offspring are living with her mother in West Parley ( also a school
teacher ), her husband is not listed locally, and she is either dead or committed to a
lunatic asylum - can’t be sure which because ‘Elizabeth’ ( as well as 'William' ) and
‘Blandford’ are common names across Wessex.
Whatever happened, the National Society needed to place someone in post in West
Moors. That was another young woman - already married. She would be the mentor
to a generation of youngsters in our small community through a quarter-of-a-century
and her daughter would become the matriarch of a family that guided West Moors
well into the 20th century ....
The next part of our story begins not in West Moors, or anywhere in east Dorset, but
in the small community of West Stour, just to the south of Gillingham (see the map
attached). Charlotte Bealing was born in this very small community in about 1812
(some doubt as to exact year): in 1832, aged ~20, she married David Ware in
nearby Buckhorn Weston. Two years later, Charlotte's father committed suicide! In
the words on the Death Certificate: " Buried according to the act of Parlt, after a jury
meeting before the Coroner returned a verdict of Self Murder, between 11 & 12 of
clock at night without Church Service ".

Taking your own life is a tragic event - and has impacts which we are all aware of; in
the early 19th century, it was regarded as a crime - and reflected both on the
deceased AND THE FAMILY. In a tiny community, the Wares would have suffered
greatly. And more tragedy followed; David & Charlotte's only child, a daughter, was
born in 1836. They named her Ann (or Anne). But life for many working in
agricultural areas was often short and David Ware died not long afterwards and
Charlotte took Ann to live with her father-in-law, also called David.
Charlotte's situation must have seemed perilous: her father-in-law was one of the
ubiquitous 'AgLab' ( agricultural labourer ) class - already well into his 70s, and he
died in 1847. What to do? Where was help?
In that same year of 1847, she re-married; she became Mrs. Charlotte Pottle. She is
~35, he is ~59, a considerable age gap for the time ... but more notably he is
classed as a " Chelsea Pensioner ".

... Edward Pottle was a 'Chelsea Pensioner' when he married Charlotte, but forget
those gentlemen ( and a few ladies ) who are seen dressed in bright scarlet tunics
and tri-corn hats. All army pensioners at this time, and indeed well into the 20th
century, were known as Chelsea Pensioners, because the Royal Hospital
administered the payment to those who had served the Crown in battle. And Edward
certainly did that! He joined the army in 1808, saw four campaigns in the Peninsular
Wars between 1811 and 1813 and retired in 1830. He had married, in the same year
he joined the Colours, but his wife died in 1841.
So - question: how did an 'old soldier' meet our recently widowed Charlotte? No idea
I'm afraid, but Charlotte would have been in desperate straights - no source of
income and a young daughter to care for. Edward was obviously hale and hearty; the
marriage certificate shows him as a 'Labourer' ( and widower ) and she a widow with
no other occupation given.
What happens next is also a mystery - perhaps the biggest of all this little tale: how
did the Pottles ( with Ann Ware ) end up in West Moors? The map (based on 1840,
with addition of the 1847 railway - blue line) shows that they moved a long way
across the county - a significant re-location for the times. The Rector of West Parley,

responsible for the school, would have wanted a quick replacement for Eliza
Blandford - and by this time of course, railway 'children' were appearing. The
Crossing Keepers were particularly fertile! I have traced a tentative link that Edward
had with one of the farms locally - so perhaps he heard via contacts that West Moors
(not even on the map = I’ve had to mark it with the blue lozenge!) was in need of a
school-teacher. For the church, and the National Society specifically, they would be
an ideal solution - and in my view they served the small hamlet of West Moors well.

... Before bringing the small Pottle family southeast to the tiny settlement of West
Moors, I want to try and tackle the question: what exactly were they coming to! This
is the entry in Hutchins' "History of Dorset" ...
“ There is a school room, built in 1843, of which the site, building, and garden were
conveyed to the National Society. Also a school-chapel with turret and one bell,
licensed for Divine service and for the celebration of the Holy Sacrament and
Baptism. The site and building with yard attached is vested in trustees, but the
chapel is unconsecrated."
Now, we have a detailed map (see earlier/above) made in the 1880s, on which is
shown both the shop that started this little saga, and to the immediate south, the
plan of what would have been the school/chapel etc. The land area was just under
half-an-acre - and the basic rectangular building looks as if it has two 'mini-wings'
running back, possibly earth closets & scullery? By the time of the map, the school
(but NOT the modern St. Mary's) was on the OTHER side of Station Road, and this
original school would have served as the house for the school-mistress. There is also
a pump shown.
I've spent many hours trying to track down an example of a mid-19th century small
school with chapel - but failed! It's most odd that the building didn't survive as in
many villages, they have, and become 're-purposed' either as a home or as a village

hall. I've attached a couple of examples that MIGHT be appropriate ... one of them,
Gussage St. Michael, is now the village hall. But please accept these as 'ideas' only they do however give a clue to the overall size of this first West Moors school.
It's worth keeping in mind just how isolated anyone living in the school-house would
have been. Certainly no next-door neighbours - the shop hadn't yet been built!

... We can only imagine what must have been in the minds of Charlotte, Edward and
young Ann when they ended what would have been a wearisome journey by carrier's
cart from the other side of the county to arrive at the solitary school-house in West
Moors. For Charlotte, in the 13 years between 1834 & 1847 she had lost her father,
husband and father-in-law. She had quickly married a man 24 years her senior - and
she must have wondered how long that union would last! But at least Charlotte now
had a stable home and purpose in life - an income ( if small ) & a man who'd 'been
around' alongside her to work the garden, see to the heavier chores associated with
the school and just 'be there'! Charlotte & Edward had nearly 30 years of marriage
ahead of them ... and to Ann, who was 12 on her arrival in West Moors, life also had
a purpose. She helped around the house - but equally importantly, she would have
looked after the younger children in the school whilst Mum taught the older ones. As
we'll see, this theme would carry on into the following generation.
Charlotte Pottle would be solely responsible for the rudimentary education of local
children for over 28 years ... yet her name is not known in our community today.
The years passed - and her daughter, Ann (Ware, her father's name), at the age of
18, married a near-neighbour, George Frampton (age ~23). George had been in the
household of the Dolman family (the farm / 40 acres that used to cover the area that

now hosts the golf club and police HQ ) and his family farmed in their own right the
area of Gould's Farm ( near where Sainsbury's etc., is now ). George, being a
younger son in a farming family wouldn't inherit and probably couldn't afford to
strike out in farming for himself: what to do?
By the 1861 census, we know what he did! Ann and George Frampton have built
next door to mother-in-law, on a plot of land that today would have extended up to
Bond Avenue and into the area now occupied by Fryer Field. Much of the land was
given over to a market-garden operation ( very much a West Moors thing that ), and
as you can see in the photograph I originally posted, there was also a small shop.
With the arrival of the Stewart Nursery in 1859 and the opening of the Station in
1867, more families - with young children - would provide 'trade' for both the school
and small shop. West Moors was on its way to becoming the community we know
today. [ Cut-out of George [GF] and Ann [AF/AW] from original photograph attached ]

So what's happening in West Moors' first school at this time? Well, in 1859, a new
school was opened on the opposite side of the track from the original - and I suspect
that this is indeed the infamous 'Iron Room'; the use of corrugated-iron clad
buildings at this time was very popular - and cheap ( though they tended to last ).
No doubt the older school-room would still be used, and for the time being Charlotte
Pottle continued in her post & occupied the school-house accommodation.
But as the 19th century progressed, standards of teaching were being enhanced,
and in 1870, an Education Act was passed which required all those instructing
youngsters to have a recognised teaching certificate ( and, incidentally, for schools
to maintain log books & for County education to be involved ).
In 1875, Charlotte Pottle taught for the last time - replaced by Miss Eliza Lavender.
Charlotte ( and Edward ) had to vacate the school-house - and Edward would die the
following year at the very respectable age of 88.
No doubt her daughter ( in the shop next door ) would attempt to help her mother
out, but it appears that the final years were not happy for the lady who probably
helped a generation of youngsters on their path to adulthood.

It's not entirely clear what happens in her final years, but the 1881 census lists her
as a 'pauper', living in what appears to be a sub-divided portion of one of the old
railway terrace properties: these used to run adjacent to the Salisbury line junction,
roughly where Arnold Road is now. And her death certificate in 1886 has her location
as the Wimborne Workhouse; this implies that she was destitute. What the story is
there is a mystery. Why, for example did she not live in her final years with her
daughter next door? Her daughter, Ann, did register the death so was involved.
A sad end for a woman of undoubted fortitude!
[ I've attached a simplified 'wiring diagram' for the families now as it's getting
complicated! Only the 'principals' are shown - not all children/other links etc. I'll
repeat it again near the end of this tale. ]

George and Ann(e) Frampton prospered - with the slow but steady growth of West
Moors ( population by the 1880s = ~230 in immediate area; probably around 350
within area that might be served by the shop ), the business had a steady source of
trade. They also had several children. The next stage of our story is concerned with
the youngest daughter ... Mary Frampton. Given that her mother and grandmother
were involved with teaching of young children, it's no surprise to find that Mary too
followed into the profession - and with the advent of the 1870 Education Act, and
involvement of newly-established county education services, it was now properly
regulated.
By 1891, when Mary was 18, she was listed as a teacher over at Three Cross - a
convenient walk or cycle from her home in West Moors: the school was very close to
where the modern facility is on Church Road. We have a couple of images of her probably taken by her fiancé - with her charges.
And who was this fiancé? Well, if the Framptons were the shopkeepers to West
Moors, then the family Stickland performed the same task for Three Cross. They can

be found as a family scattered across this southern part of Verwood parish - and one
of their enterprises was close-by the school in which Mary taught.
( Three images attached: the school views are at Three Cross, probably mid 1890s,
the individual photograph is of her outside her home ( the Frampton store ) in West
Moors in 1897.
More anon: Mary gets married!

The family Stickland had several 'irons in the fire' in Three Cross and area ... they at
one time owned/ran the 'Travellers Rest' which lay close to the turning for Verwood,
but also provided basic grocery services. One of these was close to the (Three Cross)
school where Mary was a teacher - and as Walter Stickland, one of the sons of this
entrepreneurial family, helped run their various interests - it would be natural for
Mary to come across him. Indeed, Walter would have had to come past Mary's home
on Station Road as he travelled to and from the station to collect goods that were
purveyed in their shops/hostelries.
And another factor that comes into play at this time: church life would have been
very important and from the latter part of the 19th century, and until 1922, when
West Moors became an ecclesiastical parish in its own right, all church functions
were directed from Verwood: West Parley was still the civil parish for administrative
matters, but Verwood, Three Cross and West Moors folk would regard themselves as
part of one 'family' as regards births, marriages and deaths & general church life.
Mary and Walter were married in Verwood on the 12th October, 1898 ( a year after
the photograph that started this little trail ); Walter Stephen Stickland is aged 26,
and listed as a Grocer - Mary Agnes Frampton does not have an occupation, but it
was usual then for women to give up employment upon marriage. She is also 26.
Walter's father, William, is listed as an Accountant - and Walter would very soon
study to take on this responsibility too.
Their first child, Eleanor Annie was born in August 1899, their second Bessie, was
born in September 1900; but life wasn't kind to them. Bessie died within hours of
birth, and Eleanor died before she was three years old. At the time they were jointly
running one of the Stickland grocery outlets in Three Cross.

They had other children as the early years of their marriage rolled by [ William
George b. 1903, Bertha Irene b. 1906 ], but these early deaths so soon after
marriage must have been a bitter blow to the couple. The image attached is of Mary,
Walter & baby William - possibly a christening photograph.
I'll pause their story and look back at Mary's old home - what happened there?

After Mary left on marriage ( running the Stickland store in Three Cross alongside
Walter ), George and Ann Frampton were left alone to run the grocery, with one
assistant, Jane Wiseman [ see original photograph that started this tale]. Looking out
they would have seen the construction of the present St. Mary's church, school,
school-head's house & curacy - all as now (though much modified/extended of
course); these developments owed their existence due to the munificence of the
Rev. Claud Brown, vicar of Verwood ( with Three Cross & West Moors ) 1887-1917.
Apart from the church, the properties were built on what was the open heathland. St.
Mary's was constructed on the site of the previous school/chapel - the 'Iron Room'
( corrugated-iron-clad wooden frame construction erected in 1854 ) having been relocated to the other side of the road. The old (1840s) schoolroom/school teachers
house next door to the Framptons appears to have abandoned any links with
education: by the 1901 census, it is inhabited by 6 people - and the 'Head' of the
household, Maria Robertson, is a washer-woman! Also being built nearby were the
fine, sturdy 'villa-style' properties along Woodside Rd, Highfield Rd, Denewood Rd
and The Avenue - with other developments along Ashurst Road ... and not long after,
the various developments along Moorlands, Glenwood, Moorside, Pinehurst and Avon
Roads.
Some photographs are attached, including the earliest known image of the curates
house ( later vicarage ) sometime after the Great War, the early parish church ( preextension ) and a view of the school in, we think, mid-first decade of the 20th
century.

No doubt all the activity mentioned in my last posting generated more trade for the
Framptons - but they were into their 60s and the premises simply couldn't cope with
the demands of the population growth generated - and in 1901, George Frampton
died. His death certificate is intriguing: cause of death ... " fell out of a tree " (what
was he doing in a tree?). It must have been a harrowing time for all about him,
because his accident occurred before Christmas 1900 yet his death is given as 10th
January, some three weeks after. His loss would rob his wife of the 'market garden'
side of the business which supplemented the trade in other 'bought in' goods. Even
without this loss, it is not likely that Ann & Jane would have been able to service the
growing trade generated by the development of West Moors. Around 1901/02, in
concert with the Moorlands/Glenwood building (the beginning of the 'Brewer' link
with WM), the first purpose-built shop was built along Station Road (then known as
Ferndown Road) where the current commercial centre is now: we have a very early
image of this .... the name of the grocer at this early part of the 20th century is
George Cosser. But in the latter years of the first decade of the new century, Walter
and Mary Stickland would take over the enterprise ... and Walter in particular would
become one of the significant 'names' in our community, alongside the Brewers,
Baileys, Walters etc.
[ images of first shop along Station/Ferndown Road are appended ... note how few
buildings are alongside the first shop - and certainly nothing on the western side of
Station/Ferndown Road - these come along in the latter 1920s with the Baker
Brothers developments. ]

So what happened to Ann Frampton ( formerly Ware ) up at the old grocery? George
Frampton had died in January 1901 and Ann(e) Frampton [née Ware] had re-married
one William Dunn, a draper; he was a bachelor of 55, she a widow of 66. They
married in Verwood in October 1902. She may have known William for some time
prior to her husband's death in 1901, though that is speculation on my part; these
are the figures in the photograph attached. It's not clear is William carried on his
calling at the cottage - he looks a dapper sort of fellah though!
The name on the gate is "Myrtle Cottage", which looks fairly old (the name plate that
is – the cottage obviously is old!), but it's not clear from the earlier shot (the 1897
version) whether that plate was there at that time.
With the grocery now carried on elsewhere, in the early years of the first decade of
the 20th century the cottage room that had been the small grocery store was used
for medical consultations: Amanda Gillingham provided the accompanying
photograph, and three of us ( myself, Amanda and Peter Relph ) set to and try and
read the small plaque to the right of the gate. We needed clever image processing
software to work this out, but eventually Peter deciphered the writing: " Blackstone
(or Blackstoke) & Dick, Physicians & Surgeons, Tues & Frid 3-30". It is assumed that
these are a private medical practice (you'd have to pay of course) that visited the
area twice a week (by railway) to minister to the local population. Apparently this
activity was quite common around this time - and of course there were people

moving into West Moors who could afford to consult a physician privately - and for
small procedures, the old shop area was ideal for consultation and low-key surgery. It
would have only lasted probably until ~1910, when the local resident Doctor took
over (in Woodside Road).
Note that there is the addition of a glass 'conservatory' in the photograph – but not
sure how long that has been there.
Ann(e) Dunn, former Frampton, former Ware, died in 1919 (September), aged 84 she'd seen a lot in her long life. William, her second husband, died in the following
year (May) and was buried, as was his wife, in Verwood churchyard.

But we'll leave this story where the Sticklands become part of the solid 'core' of the
community: the grocery is passed on to others, but Walter is already a qualified
accountant, acts as agent for some of the smaller estates, is a churchwarden, and
eventually becomes parish clerk for West Parley - of which the rapidly expanding
West Moors was the most populous part ( The equally expanding Ferndown was, for
the most part, within Hampreston parish ).
The meetings of the council were conveniently held in the 'iron room' opposite St.
Mary's church & school. Walter was in post during a major transformation in West
Moors. In his time, the village gained its first resident police constable, welcomed a
resident doctor & district nurse, saw the roads improved, the introduction of regular
bus services ( alongside a decent railway service ) and witnessed a gradual
expansion of housing ( and associated increase in rateable income ) with the
population rising to around 1600 by the outbreak of the Second World War. We gain
most of the principal utility services ( piped water: 1907, gas: 1911, electricity: 1931,
private telephone lines: 1933 { but not mains sewerage ... after the Second World
War for that }). Four more churches arrive in the inter-war period ( see my leaflet on
church history elsewhere ).
The 'parish office' was, during this tenure, effectively in his home ('Redcot') which
they moved into around 1918. The bungalow is shown in the accompanying
photograph ... on the site of the modern 'Smile'/Envisage dental practice.

His wife, Mary (Frampton) died in 1936 at the age of 63. Walter lived another seven
years, dying age 71 in 1943.
A few images of WM are added below … these are from the period of growth of the
village in the early decades of the 20th century - up to the latter 1930s ...
I hope you've found this journey through roughly a 100 years of history of interest:
when we started, what became West Moors was a remote, highly rural backwater of
Dorset - agriculture of minimal reward within the expanse of Dorset heathland unregarded as folk went their way to Poole, Wimborne, Dorchester or Blandford. The
families touched on here ( and remember, I've only scratched the surface ) were part
of the story that saw our village grow up and on its way to become the community
we have today; they were involved directly in the first school, the first chapel, first
parish meeting place, first general store, first post office, and finally the first
tentative moves to upgrade medical provision! A remarkable story!

